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Point cloud & 3D Mesh of San Francisco from Oblique imagery and LiDAR data produced with 
the SURE software – data courtesy of Geomni 
 
The demand of Point Clouds and 3D Meshes increases rapidly – so do the requirements in 
respect to resolution and capturing speed. Cities with hundreds of square kilometres area are 
captured with few centimetres resolution and with that terabytes of data are acquired within 
hours. Photogrammetry enables a fully automatic approach for deriving 3D surface geometry 
and texture information products from images. Additionally, LiDAR data represents a 
complementary technology, enabling coverage on radiometrically challenging surfaces or for 
penetrating vegetation. The resulting mapping products serve for various applications in a 
rapidly growing markets – including mapping, city planning, forestry, environmental 
monitoring, disaster management, Smart City or BIM. In these domains, a shift towards 3D 
GIS and mapping applications leads to an increased adaption of 3D Point Clouds and 3D 
Meshes – a representation that combines geometry and the full resolution texture.  
 
The SURE technology is a Dense Image Matching and LiDAR processing software enabling the 
automatic computation of Point Clouds, True Orthophotos and Textured Meshes for a given 
set of images, their orientation from Aerotriangulation and optionally LiDAR Point Clouds. The 
SURE technology is used worldwide for large scale mapping production from aerial images. 
Particular applications are countrywide mapping by private and public organizations from large 
frame Nadir imagery and city capturing with medium frame Oblique imagery from manned 
aircraft or larger unmanned mapping drones. The technology can be operated as standard 
software on workstations or clusters and is integrated as technology into other software 
solutions.  
 



For the extraction of surfaces from images, SURE uses in the core a variation of the Semi 
Global Matching algorithm (tSGM) for the dense stereo matching, which opposed to the 
original algorithm works hierarchically and is thus more efficient as well as adaptive to scenes 
with large depth variations. This enables fast processing of demanding scenes such as cities 
captured with Oblique imagery while preserving sharp edges at discontinuities. Furthermore, 
a multi-stereo triangulation exploiting the redundancy between observations for outlier 
filtering and noise reduction is used. Point Cloud filtering modules in 2.5D and 3D enable the 
derivation of clean and uniformly sampled Point Clouds.  
 
The extraction of surface information with Photogrammetry by means of Dense Image 
Matching is powerful due to the high resolution of detail and edges, the availability of color 
and multispectral information as well as the high productivity in terms of acquisition speed 
and costs. LiDAR on the other side complements as an active ranging sensor homogeneous 
depth accuracy with an active sensor also if no surface texture is present. Furthermore, the 
polar measurement system can complement points in challenging terrain such as narrow 
streets or forests, as only one laser pulse is necessary for a measurement. Ground penetration 
and full waveform recording enable both reliable DTM extraction as well as plant health 
analysis. The resolution is typically limited due to the beam divergence for high altitude 
acquisitions – however, becomes also reasonable in terms of density and detail for helicopter 
or drone applications. In the latter case, also point cloud filtering and direct 3D Mesh 
generation from the LiDAR data is a suitable option, which is carried out in SURE reliably using 
the visibility information of points in order to filter outliers consistently.  
 
In order to exploit the complementary properties of both sensor systems – e.g. for higher 
altitudes from manned aircraft - a point cloud fusion approach is used within SURE. A point-
wise quality value is derived during Dense Image Matching and used to filter point clouds 
while retaining optimal points based on the geometric configuration. Also, texture-based 
quality information can be considered. This way, the point cloud sampling and smoothing can 
be locally adapted, to enable insertion of LiDAR data and an implicit weighting of both data. 
Besides filling in areas of little image redundancy, the LiDAR data is thus also used for noise-
reduction in areas with poor surface texture. On the contrary, more points from 
Photogrammetry are available in well reconstructed areas to maintain sharp edges.  
 
Within the talk, approaches and exemplary results for generating clean Point Clouds and 3D 
Meshes  for all three scenarios will be presented: 1) Image data only, 2) LiDAR data only, 3) 
both sensor systems combined. Furthermore, particular data properties, challenges and 
opportunities will be considered. Also, an outlook for upcoming research and development 
efforts in respect to texture based quality values, semantic Point Cloud analysis and the 
integration of terrestrial data with aerial acquisitions will be presented.  


